
How Do I Put Tape 
Outlines in My Inbox

Or, 
Where Did My $@#&! Day 

Go?





What’s the value?
What’s the waste?



Duh



Redesign the work.



A typical Toyota assembly line in the 
U.S. makes thousands of operational 
changes in the course of a single 
year. That number is not just large, it’s 
arresting, it’s mind-boggling. How 
much have you changed your work 
routine in the past decade? 

- Charles 
Fishman



Information 5S















Frequency-based
Organization



Working files:
(1) frequent retrieval
(2) predictable retrieval

Reference files:
(1) infrequent retrieval
(2) unpredictable retrieval

Archive files:
(1) no plan to retrieve, but 

have 
to retain



“One step, 
one second, 

one yen.”



Working files
Reference 
files









Standard Work



Poll #1



Delegate
Dum
p

(now)
Designate
Do

The D’s:



Right-click on 
message to open 
the dialog box



Select Calendar 
and click OK



Original
email



Our last meeting delivered some valuable ideas and insights. I’d like to take the following four ideas and assign teams to dive more deeply 
into them and generate a list of action items – either for further assessment, or for an implementation plan. 

Please see my further notes below:
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Communication Standard 
Work









Flow, 
or

Getting in the Zone



Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi



To be effective, every knowledge 
worker needs to dispose of time in 
fairly large chunks. To have small 
dribs and drabs of time at his 
disposal will not be sufficient, even if 
the total is an impressive number of 
hours. 

- Peter Drucker











Avoid self-
interruptions



Poll #2



Alerts

Batch email











Choice is Paralyzing

# of choices 
(to-do list)

Ability to 
choose & act



Visual Management

















917  364  1864

dan@markovitzconsulting.com

www.markovitzconsulting.com

@danmarkovitz
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